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Abstract 

In this paper, route-locking-route-releasing (RR) interlocking formulation and route-

locking-sectional-releasing (RS) interlocking formulation for the train platforming 

problem (TPP) in busy complex stations are discussed quantitatively. Firstly, considering 

different operations of various train types conducted in complex passenger stations, a 

microscopic simulation of train movements in the interlocking area within the station 

layout is proposed, which aims at calculation of claiming and releasing time instants of 

station resources in track-circuited formulation for TPP. Then, job shop scheduling 

models are built on basis of train priorities, and with proposed dispatching rules and a 

rule-based meta-heuristic algorithm, realistic size problems can be solved in acceptable 

time. Finally, good quality solutions gained by the RR model and RS model within limited 

computation time under various dispatching rules are compared. The result shows that 

good quality solutions original form RS model are statistically better than those from RR 

model after certain computing time when the track changing strategy is used in complex 

stations with partially coincident and interconnected routes.  

 

Keywords: busy complex passenger stations; train platforming problem; route-locking-

sectional-release interlocking; job shop scheduling model 

 

1. Introduction 

Railway transport, as the green and sustainable means of transportation, is increasing 

its market share in many countries all around the world. As the train platforming problem 

(TPP), it refers that trains are needed to be assigned to platforms and tracks reasonably in 

a railway station, and there is a routing assignment plan specifying for each train within 

time slots during which the platform/track will be occupied by certain train. The 

complexity of TPP (also namely train routing problem) in busy complex passenger 

stations will be added due to the increasingly widespread of high-speed railway and 

passenger dedicated railway network in China. Thus, such assignment processes in busy 

complex passenger stations are mainly at the manual processing or at least computer-

aided artificial processing stage. Train scheduling problem can be categorized into the 

strategic, tactical and operational levels [1-2], and during the past decades, TPPs have 

been studied substantially and deeply as discussed by Cacchiani et al. [3]. Also, the train 

platforming phase, following the timetabling phase, is to find a conflict-free assignment 

for trains-platforms in a railway station and also corresponding routes in its station layout.  

Due to the complexity of railway traffic, most of existing literatures related to Job Shop 

Scheduling Theory (JSST) and train scheduling focused on macroscopic models for 

timetabling and routing of railway corridors and networks, in which route nodes or 

stations between block sections were simplified as special kinds of block sections. For 
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instance, researchers such as Szpigel (1973), Mascis (2002), D’ariano (2007), D’ariano 

(2008), Mannino (2009) and Corman (2010) viewed trains, block sections and traversing 

of a block section by a train as jobs, machines and operations respectively, and each 

station section have one to N parallel tracks and orders of trains are thus considered when 

arranging trains passing through block sections [4-9]. Implicit representation of route 

incompatibilities in some large station interlocking areas will become urgent issues when 

dealing with multiple interactions between inbound and outbound routes. Therefore, 

developing models with fine granularity of interlocking area is necessary and vital for the 

practical application of optimal track assignment plans made in advance. 

Notably, high frequency of train arrivals or high accuracy requirement of arrival and 

departure time of trains, especially for the high-speed rail, requires a more detailed 

microscopic model to explicitly represent the train’s movement inside the station layout. 

In reality, most complex stations are using the route-locking-sectional-releasing 

interlocking system that is based on the conflicts-free of track-circuits. In recent years, a 

lot of researchers such as Krasemann (2012), Caimi et al. (2012) and Lusby et al. (2013) 

proposed microscopic resources (i.e. single block section or single track-circuits) based 

formulations and heuristics [10-12]. Corman et al. (2009b) compared two formulations to 

analyze the incompatibility between station routes: one based on sectional-locking and 

sectional-release of track sections and another based on the route locking and sectional-

release of aggregated track sections [13]. Although the aggregated formulation with non-

sequence-dependent setup times has shown that a good approximation of sectional-release 

route locking operations may result in small extra buffer times, it is still present some 

discrepancies with route-locking and sectional-release operations based on track sections 

in station interlocking area. Also, Caimi et al. (2012) proposed a model predictive control 

based solution approach for dispatching trains in complex railway stations by assigning 

predetermined blocking stairways to trains, in which the resulting optimization problem is 

described as a binary linear programming problem [11]. Moreover, Pellegrini et al. (2014) 

designed a mixed-integer linear programming formulation for tackling this problem [14]. 

The route-locking-sectional-release (RS) model is based on the assumption that all track 

circuits in a block section are occupied at the moment that trains enters at the first track-

circuit of this block and that each track circuit will be released separately when the train 

rear runs out the track circuit. They compared this model to block or route release models 

and found that solutions with the route-locking-route-releasing (RR) interlocking system 

implied statistically significant longer delays suffered by trains than these with the RS 

interlocking system when considering the possibility of changing train routes. Those 

researchers have considered track-circuits allowing the modeling of two variants of 

interlocking systems: a RR interlocking, in which the utilization of a block-section locks 

all block-sections sharing a track-circuit with it independently on the actual position of the 

train within the block-section itself; a RS interlocking, in which the utilization of a block-

section locks the block-section sharing with it a not-yet-released track-circuit. Remark 

that they assumed that the last track-circuit of a block section is usually long enough for 

hosting the whole train. However, most of the track-circuits in inbound or outbound 

routes in complex station area are not long enough to contain a train in our experimental 

analysis and usually trains are not allowed to be stopped at the block section of inbound 

or outbound routes in the interlocking area within stations except for emergencies.  

In this paper, we will focus on developing a track-circuit based model for the TPP in 

the interlocking area of complex station with various train types and multiple alternative 

routes and platforms for each train. In order to build a track-circuits based scheduling 

model, we have to attach importance to claim and release time instants calculation of 

track-circuits. Although few existing papers such as Sels et al. (2014) considered train 

speed limits and train length’s influence on route claiming and releasing time instants [2], 

none of existing papers have a clear representation of different operating procedures of 

various train types specific to complex passenger stations. Thus, we will analyze different 
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operations of different train types (e.g. arrival trains, departure trains, turnaround trains, 

stop through trains, non-stop through trains etc.) conducting in complex stations and 

further propose a microscopic simulation of train movements in the interlocking area 

within given station layouts. In the RR interlocking of our version, the utilization of an 

inbound (outbound) route locks all track-circuits at the moment that home (start) signal 

gives the cleared aspect to certain train and all track-circuits are released at the same time 

when the train rear exits the last track-circuit in the route; in the RS interlocking, the 

utilization of an inbound (outbound) route locks all track-circuits within it once the 

moment that home (start) signal gives the cleared aspect to certain train and the track-

circuit in the route is released at the moment when the train rear exits the track-circuit.  

Furthermore, Törnquist et al. (2007) pointed out that it is also quite common, 

especially for the rescheduling problem, to use expert systems and priority rules [15]. 

Those approaches can incorporate the current work process of the dispatchers in various 

ways by translating tacit knowledge and rules into computerized systematic reasoning. 

Also, some researchers including Carey et al. (2003) and Carey et al. (2007) developed 

heuristics analogous to those successfully adopted by station dispatchers using manual 

methods [16-17]. Although they experimented with different train orders such as random 

order, chronological order and reverse chronological order when choosing the next train 

to be considered for scheduling in complex passenger stations, other orders may be ruled 

out because the train order when choosing the next considering train for scheduling may 

be nonsense in the station with relatively low density of train arrivals and departures and 

simple station layout. However, the complexity of the feasibility problem of TPP was 

studied in detail in Kroon et al. (1997), and he pointed out the feasibility problem is NP-

complete if each train can have three available route-deviation combinations which is the 

case in our version of TPP [18]. Such NP-hard problems are typically solved via meta-

heuristic algorithms that can enable to search good quality solutions in a computation time 

compatible with real-time operations [19]. Since rescheduling in railway networks is 

time-critical, meta-heuristic approaches are only permitted to run in limited iterations in 

order to meet the time requirements [20]. The solution based on certain train order 

(dispatching rule) can be used as an initial solution of the proposed meta-heuristic 

algorithm. In this paper, we formulate the TPP problem in busy complex stations as a job-

shop problem and further design a rule-based meta-heuristic to get a best possible and 

feasible track assignment plan within limited computation time. Also, with various 

dispatching rules, good quality solutions with RS interlocking surroundings and RR 

interlocking surroundings are analyzed in our version of track-circuit based models. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines characteristics 

and backgrounds of technical operations in busy complex railway passenger stations. This 

is followed by a detailed simulation of train’s movement and functions of station 

resources’ claiming and releasing time instants. Section 3 identifies a train’s TPP as the 

job shop problem and presents both RS interlocking formulation and RR interlocking 

formulation for the TPP in busy complex passenger stations. Section 4 describes proposed 

dispatching rules and a rule-based meta-heuristic to solve the above model. Section 5 

gives numerical experiments and the comparisons of the results. Section 6 concludes with 

conclusions and discussions of our further research. 

 

2. Concepts and Notations 

This section will give a detailed description of the concepts, assumptions and the 

characteristics and backgrounds of technical operations in busy complex railway 

passenger stations in our version of TPP. Operation processes of different train types are 

described, and a more detailed simulation of train movements based on track-circuits will 

be presented. Further, a detailed calculation method of claiming and releasing time 

instants of track-circuits and tracks are put forward. 
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2.1. Concepts and Assumptions in Our TPP Version 

To ensure the safety and convenience of operations organization, track utilization in 

railway passenger stations should abide by the following general rules: 

 (1) A train can only occupy an arranged track at the same interval, and if certain track 

has already been reserved by the train, the train can't switch to other tracks in the midway. 

Also, we assume that each track can accommodate only one train at the same time. We 

define the occupation time interval of a resource as the time interval, from its claiming 

time instant to its releasing time instant. In addition, the mapping relationships between 

any platform and its alternative inbound or outbound routes, and between any route and 

all the track-circuits, as parts of the route, are both included in the interlocking 

relationship or chart of a station designed by stations developers and builder.  

(2) Each train must have feasible inbound and outbound routes to pass through the 

station safely. Multiple alternative inbound (outbound) routes can guide the train from 

entry (exit) point to a track safely, and one of these routes is named as the dominating 

route and the rest are named as flexible routes. Also, dispatchers often give the highest 

priority to the dominating route and flexible routes are considered if the dominating route 

cannot be assigned safely. Mapping relationships between trains and their alternative 

tracks are dependent on train types, facilities available on the track, and preferences of 

tracks for different trains, which are dependent on many factors, such as distance from the 

egress gate of the station and experiences from station dispatchers. Also, mapping 

relationships between tracks and platforms are determined by the station layout.  

(3) The marshalling formation of passenger trains is relatively fixed, and it is 

unnecessary to break-up and sort the whole passenger train, since carriages may serve for 

fixed train numbers. The serving work of originating and terminating passenger trains' 

carriages are usually done in the passenger carriages servicing depot which is also termed 

as passenger technology station. Hence, apart from motorized carriages, shunting 

locomotives should be arranged to conduct placing-in and taking-out operations of all the 

other carriages between the reception-departure yard and passenger technology station 

However, service work for ORPTs and TEPTs carriages are usually conducted in the 

passenger carriages servicing depot. After occupying at their assigned tracks, TEPTs 

alight all their passengers within a standard service time, and the shunting locomotives 

should be arranged to place TEPTs into the railway passenger technical station. The trains 

may be decoupled and then coupled in the technical station to make up new ORPTs. Then, 

the shunting locomotives should be arranged to take ORPTs out of the technical station to 

their assigned tracks. After boarding all the passengers within the standard service time, 

ORPTs will start up and depart from the station. ATUPTs terminating at the station can be 

changed into DTUPTs that will return to its originating station through maintaining 

carriages in the assigned track or changing the locomotive positions. To better formulate 

the problem and calculate the track occupation time interval, we can integrate ATUPT 

and DTUPT that share the same carriages and the same track into one fictive TUPT.  

(4) Trains passing through certain complex passenger stations differ in their types, 

speeds, priorities, preferred routes, tracks and platforms. According to train services and 

technical operational processes, passenger trains can be classified into originating 

passenger trains (ORPTs), terminating passenger trains (TEPTs), arrival turnaround 

passenger trains (ATUPTs), departure turnaround passenger trains (DTUPTs), and 

through passenger trains (THPTs). Specifically, THPTs can be classified into non-stop 

through passenger trains (NSTHPTs) and stop through passenger trains (STHPTs) 

according to whether they will stop at the station or not. 

With different train operation processes, passenger trains can also be classified into 

non-terminating passenger trains (NTEPTs), non-originating passenger trains (NORPTs) 

and non-stop through passenger trains (NSTHPTs). NTEPTs include STHPTs, TUPTs, 

and ORPTs, all of which have similar departure operations. The departure time of NTEPT 

in the timetable is the moment that the train starts to occupy and leaves its assigned track. 
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NORPTs include STHPTs, TUPTs and TEPTs, all of which have similar arrival 

operations. The arrival time of NORPT is the moment that the train stops at its assigned 

track. NSTHPTs are the trains that run through their assigned inbound routes, tracks and 

outbound routes at the maximum allowable speed sequentially without any extra stop.  

As for the train passing through the station with certain direction, assigned track, 

assigned inbound and outbound routes, we define the following terms that are related to 

the claiming and releasing time instants computation. As shown in Figure 1, the first 

dividing point (entry point) of the route divides the inbound route in the station layout and 

the last blocking section occupied by the train when it approaches to the station layout. 

Also, the second dividing point divides the last track-circuit of the inbound route from the 

track. Moreover, the third one divides the track from the outbound route. Besides, the 

fourth dividing point (exit point) divides its outbound route from the first blocking section 

occupied by the train when it leaves the station layout. Obviously, the inbound route is the 

route between the first dividing point and the second dividing point, while the outbound 

route is the route between the third dividing point and the fourth dividing point. Moreover, 

train can receive information such as length of the assigned inbound route and location of 

the stop marker in the assigned track to calculate the reference braking mode curve and 

then the driver adjusts travel speed manually until the train stops at the track. 

 

Figure 1. Train Speed Changes and Dividing Points for NORPTs' Arrival 
Operation along their Routes 

 

2.2. Calculation Method for Claiming and Releasing Time Instants of Track-circuits 

This section presents following notations used in the problem formulation described in 

next few sections. Next, detailed operation processes of various train types and 

calculation method of claiming and releasing time instant of track-circuits are presented to 

formulate a track-circuits based scheduling model. 

 

2.2.1. Notations 

Table 1 and 2 list general subscripts and input parameters, tem-parameters generated 

during its calculation processing respectively. Also, Table 3 shows decision variables. 
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Table 1. Notations for General Subscripts and Input Parameters 

Symbol Description                                                                     

ix  Arrival time of train i  

iy  Departure time of train i  

or  Standard service time of originating passenger trains 

te  Standard service time of terminating passenger trains  

iJ J  
Set of passenger trains indexed by i . n  is the total number of trains passing 

through a railway passenger station within a given fixed period.  

orJ  Set of originating passenger trains 

teJ  Set of terminating passenger trains  

tuJ  Set of fictive turnaround passenger trains  

nsJ  Set of non-stop through passenger trains  

stJ  Set of stop through passenger train station  

kM M  Set of tracks indexed by k , and
mK is the total number of tracks 

pZ P  Set of all platforms indexed by p , and
pK is the total number of platforms 

lR R  Set of all routes indexed by l , and 
rK is the total number of routes 

qS Set  Set of all track-circuits indexed by q , and
qK is their total number  

iL  Length of train i  

lL  Length of route l  

qL  Length of track-circuit q  

sgL  
Signal visibility distance between the location where the driver can get a 

cleared signal and the first dividing point of the train’s assigned route. 

kL  Length of track k  

a

kL  
Distance between the location of stop marker in the same direction of the 

arrival motion and the second dividing point of the train’s assigned route 

d

kL  
Distance between the location of stop marker in the same direction of the 

arrival motion and the third dividing point of the train’s assigned route 

iV  Scheduled speed of train i  

lV  Maximum allowed speed for NTEPTs or NORPTs in route l  
ns

iV  Maximum allowed speed for NSTHPT i  passing through the station 

ia  Average deceleration of train i during its arrival procedure 

id  Average acceleration of train i during its departure procedure 

pat  
Reaction and operation time after receiving an arrival signaling aspect 

plus the additional time for braking 

pdt  
Reaction and operation time after receiving a starting signaling aspect plus 

additional time for starting up 

i  Weight of train i according to its attributes such as types and classes 

ipc  
Time cost of inconvenience if train i  is allocated to the non-preferred 

platform p  

J - M  Mapping relationships between trains and tracks 

M - P  Mapping relationships between tracks and platforms 

M - R  Mapping relationships between tracks and routes  

R -S - H  Mapping relationships between routes and track-circuits  

a d

tu tuJ - J  
Mapping relationships between ATUPTs and DTUPTs sharing the same 

passenger carriages and the same track  
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i  
Limitation: number of the alternative tracks that are allowed to be claimed 

by the train i  

iQ  Set of alternative tracks of train i  
a

ikQ  Set of alternative inbound routes for train i ending at the track k  

d

ikQ  Set of alternative outbound routes for train i starting from the track k 

lK  Number of the track-circuits that make up route l 

lSet  
Set of track-circuits claimed sequentially by a train when the train runs 

along the route l (  1 2, , , , ,
l

l l l l

l h KSet S S S S ) 

l

hL  

If the track-circuit  qq S Set is the h -th track-circuit l

hS  in 
lSet  claimed 

by train i when it goes through the route l, then the length of the track-

circuit is denoted by ( )l l

h h qL L L . 

 

Table 2. Notations for Temp-parameters Generated while Calculations 

Symbol Description                                                                     

J'  
Processing sequencing list, ' ' ' '

1 , , , ,{ }i j nJ J J JJ' . For any different 

trains '

iJ and '

jJ  ( i j ), '

jJ is prior to '

iJ  
k

zt  The z-th occupation time interval of track k  

  Unassigned train set 

 ,S i k  Claiming (Start) time instant of track  ikk k Q  occupied by the train i 

 ,F i k  Releasing (Finish) time instant of track  ikk k Q  occupied by train i 

 , , iklS i l o  Claiming (Start) time instant of route  a d

ik ikl l Q Q   occupied by train i  

 , , iklF i l o  Releasing (Finish) time instant of route l occupied by train i  

 , , , iklS i l h o  Claiming time instant of track-circuit h in route l occupied by train i  

 , , , iklF i l h o  Releasing time instant of track-circuit h in route  l occupied by train i  

k  Total occupation times of track k 

 

Table 3. Decision Variables 

Symbol Description                                                                     

iko  
0-1 binary track variable. If the track k is claimed by the train i, 

then 1iko  ; otherwise 0iko  . 

iklo  

Route variable. If the route l is claimed by the train i as an inbound route 

ending at the track k, then 1iklo  ; if route l is claimed by train i as an 

outbound route starting from the track k, then 2iklo  ; otherwise 0iklo  . 

iklqo  
0-1 binary track-circuit variable. If track-circuit q is claimed by train i as 

part of route l connecting to track k, then 1iklqo  ; otherwise 0iklqo  . 

ipo  
0-1 binary platform variable. If platform p is occupied by train i, 

then 1ipo  ; otherwise 0ipo  . 

iD  
0-1 binary variable of delayed train. If train iJ  is not assigned to a 

complete route through the station, then 1iD  ; otherwise 0iD  . 
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2.2.2. Operating Procedure 

In general, stations dispatchers do not shift arrival and departure times in given 

timetable because they consider time shifting to be as the part of the upper level, and thus 

claiming and releasing time instants can be derived by subtracting or adding the running 

time of chosen routes or track-circuits from the arrival and departure time. The claiming 

and releasing time instants of tracks and track-circuits are determined by the train traction 

calculation and factors including the length of track-circuits, average acceleration, 

average deceleration, train scheduled speed, curve radius and gradients of routes and so 

on. However, some factors such as traction force and motion resistance are hard to 

acquire in reality. For simplicity, Kroon et al. (1997) and Lu et al. (2004) presented that 

time instants can be determined using the well-known formulas from the theory of 

dynamics and assumed that trains have either a uniform motion, or a uniform acceleration 

or deceleration motion [18, 21]. Although constraint rates of acceleration and deceleration 

is slightly unrealistic [12]. It’s consistent with what is being done in practice [22-23]. 

Thus, the departure process can be regarded as combination of processes of the uniform 

motion and uniform acceleration, while the arrival process can be regarded as 

combination of processes of the uniform motion and uniform deceleration motion.  

Proposition 2.1.  If 
i teJ J , then the claiming and releasing time instants of track 

 k ik M Q  can be expressed by Eq. (1) and (2) respectively; if 
i st tuJ  J J , then the 

claiming time instant of track k  can be expressed by Eq. (1); if 
i te st tuJ   J J J , then 

the claiming time instant of track-circuit  l l

h h lS S Set of the inbound route  a

l ikl R Q  can be 

expressed by Eq. (3); if 2 2 a

l i k lV a L L  or 2 2 a

l i i k lV a L L L   , then the releasing time 

instant of track-circuit l

hS  can be expressed by Eq. (4). Assuming that the   1,2, , lK   th 

track-circuit l

vS satisfies the condition of 2

1

2
l lK K

l a l

u l i i k u

u u

L V a L L L
   

     , if 

2 2a a

k l l i i kL L V a L L     and h  , then the releasing time instant of track-circuit l

hS  can 

be expressed by Eq. (4); otherwise if 2 2a a

k l l i i kL L V a L L    and 1h   , then the 

releasing time instant of track-circuit l

hS  can be expressed by Eq. (5); If 2a br

k iL L L  , 

then releasing time instant of the h-th track-circuit is expressed by Eq. (6). 

 
2

,
2

a sg

pai l i i k i

i

l i i l l

V V V V L L L
S i k x t

V a aV V

  
    

              

                                                 (1) 

 , i teF i k x                                                                                                                 (2) 

 
2

, , ,
2

a sg

pai l i i k i

ikl i

l i i l l

V V V V L L L
S i l h o x t

V a aV V

  
                                                          (3) 

 
1

2
, , ,

lK
a l

ikl i k i u

u hi

F i l h o x sqrt L L L
a  

  
      

  
                                                               (4) 

 
1

1
, , , ( )

2

h
a ll

ikl i i k l u

ui l

V
F i l h o x L L L L

a V 

                                                                      (5) 

 
1

1
, , ,

2

lK
a ll

ikl i k i u

u hi l

V
F i l h o x L L L

a V  

 
     

 
                                                                   (6) 

Proof. The moment when home signal gives the cleared aspect is the claiming time 

instant of both inbound route and its connected track.  

Arrival operation process of train i can be divided into four periods sequentially. The 

first period is the driver’s reaction and operation time after home signal showing cleared 

aspect. The second period is the first uniform deceleration motion which reduces the train 

speed from scheduled speed iV  to maximum allowed speed lV  in the route l. The third 

period is a uniform motion at speed
lV , and the fourth period is the second uniform 
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deceleration motion which reduces the train speed from 
lV  to zero. The first uniform 

deceleration time gained by reducing the speed from 
iV to 

lV  can be denoted as 

 1br

i l it V V a  , and its distance is denoted by  1 2 2 2br

i l iL V V a  . The time taken by 

reducing the speed from 
lV to zero is denoted by 2br

l it V a , and its distance is denoted 

by 2 2 2br

l iL V a . Then, the uniform motion time is denoted by 

 1 2sg pa a br br

unia l i k lt L L V t L L L V      . Thus, the moment when train stops at track k is denoted 

as   1 2, pa br unia br

ix S i k t t t t     , by which Eq. (1) and Eq. (3) are deduced. 

Similarly, the inbound route l of train i is claimed at one time and released by track-

circuits sequentially. The moment that train rear runs out the h-th track-circuit in the 

inbound route l is the releasing time instant of the h-th track-circuit. The movement of 

train rear in the last track-circuit of inbound route can be divided into the following three 

conditions depending on train length and the second uniform deceleration distance. If 
2br a

k lL L L  , then movement of train head in inbound route is uniform deceleration 

motion. Therefore, the releasing time instant of the h-th track-circuit can be expressed by 

Eq. (4). If 2br a

i k lL L L L   , then the movement of train rear in inbound route is uniform 

deceleration motion. Therefore, the releasing time instant of the h-th track-circuit can be 

expressed by Eq. (4). If 2a br a

k l i kL L L L L    , then the movement of train rear in inbound 

route is uniform motion and uniform deceleration motion sequentially. Let distance of 

rear of train’ uniform motion in inbound route be denoted by co

lL ; and let distance of 

uniform deceleration motion of train rear in inbound route be denoted by 
2br br a

l i kL L L L   . Assuming that the v-th track-circuit l

vS satisfy the condition of 

1

l lK K
l br l

u l u

u u

L L L
   

   , then the second uniform deceleration operation takes place in this 

track-circuit. Therefore, releasing time instant of the track-circuit is denoted by Eq. (4) 

and (5)according to whether sequence of track-circuit l

hS  is before or after the track-

circuit l

vS . If 2a br

k iL L L  , then the movement of train rear in inbound route is uniform 

motion. Thus, the releasing time instant of the h-th track-circuit can be gained by Eq. (6). 

As for terminating train i, arrival time plus standard service time of TEPT te  make the 

releasing time instant of track k, and then Eq. (2) is deduced. 

Proposition 2.2.  If 
i orJ J , then the claiming and releasing time instants of track 

 k ik M Q  can be expressed by Eq. (7) and (8) respectively. If 
i st tuJ  J J , then the 

releasing time instant of track  k ik M Q  can be expressed by Eq. (8). If 

i or st tuJ   J J J , then the claiming time instant of outbound route  d

l ikl R Q and the 

track-circuit l

hS  in the route can be expressed by Eq. (9) and (10) respectively. If 
2 2 d

l i i k lV d L L L   , then the releasing time instant of track-circuit l

hS  can be expressed 

by Eq. (11). Assuming that the v-th track-circuit l

vS satisfy the condition of 

2

1

2
l lK K

l d l

u l i i k u

u u

L V d L L L
   

     , if 2 2d d

i k l i i k lL L V d L L L     and h  , then the releasing 

time instant of track-circuit l

hS  can be expressed by Eq. (12); otherwise if 
2 2d d

i k l i i k lL L V d L L L     and 1h   , then the releasing time instant of track-circuit 
l

hS  can be expressed by Eq. (13). If 2 2 d

l i i kV d L L  , then the releasing time instant of 

track-circuit l

hS  can be expressed by Eq. (12). 

 , i orS i k y                                                                                                                   (7) 
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1

2 2
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h
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ui i

F i l h o y sqrt L L sqrt L
d d 

   
      

   


                                              

(13) 

Proof. The moment when starting signal gives cleared aspect is the claiming time 

instant of outbound route. Outbound route l of train i is claimed at one time and released 

by track-circuits sequentially.  

Departure operation process of train i can be divided into four periods sequentially. 

The first period is driver’s reaction and operation time pdt  after start signal giving cleared 

aspect. Therefore, we have Eq. (9) and (10). The second period is the first uniform 

acceleration motion which increases the train speed from zero to maximum allowed 

speed
lV in route l. The third period is a uniform motion at speed

lV  until train rear runs 

out of outbound route. The fourth period is the second uniform acceleration motion which 

increases its speed from
lV  to

iV outside the interlocking station area. The first uniform 

acceleration time taken by increasing the speed from 0 to 
lV  is denoted by 1ac

l it V d , 

and its uniform acceleration distance is denoted by 1 2 2ac

l iL V d .  

The movement of train rear in the last track-circuit of the outbound route can be 

divided into the following three conditions depending on train length, outbound route 

length and the first uniform acceleration distance. If 1ac d

k l iL L L L   , then train rear have 

uniformly accelerated motion until it runs out of the outbound route. Therefore, time 

instant of train rear running out of track is the releasing time instant of the track as shown 

in Eq. (8), and the releasing time instant of the h-th track-circuit can be expressed by Eq. 

(11). If 1d ac d

k l i k iL L L L L L     , then the movement of train rear in outbound route is a 

combination of uniform acceleration motion and uniform motion. After train rear entering 

outbound route, its uniform acceleration distance in outbound route is denoted by 

 1ac ac d

l k iL L L L   , and its uniform motion distance in outbound route is denoted by 

1co d ac

l l k iL L L L L    . Therefore, the moment that train rear runs out of track is the 

releasing time instant of track as expressed by Eq. (8). Assuming that the v-th track-circuit 

l

vS satisfy the condition of 
1

l lK K
l ac l

u l u

u u

L L L
   

   , then the first uniform acceleration ends in 

this track-circuit. Therefore, the releasing time instant of the h-th track-circuit is 

expressed by Eq. (11) and (12) according to whether sequence of track-circuit l

hS  is 

before or after the track-circuit l

vS . If 1ac d

k iL L L  , then speed of train rear reaches 

maximum allowed speed before it enters outbound route, and train rear have a uniform 

motion in outbound route. Therefore, the releasing time instants of track-circuit in route 

and track are denoted by Eq. (13) and (8) respectively. 

As for originating train i, departure time minus standard service time interval of 

ORPT
or  make the claiming time instant of track k, and then Eq. (7) is deduced. 
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Proposition 2.3.  If
i nsJ J , then the claiming and releasing time instants of track k 

can be expressed by Eq. (14) and (15) respectively; the claiming and releasing time 

instants of track-circuit l

hS of inbound route  a

l ikl R Q  can be expressed by Eq. (16) and 

(17) respectively; and the claiming and releasing time instants of track-circuit l

hS of 

outbound route  d

l ikl R Q  can be expressed by Eq. (18) and (19) respectively. 

 
2

,
2 2

nssg
pa i i i

i

i i i i

V V VL
S i k x t

a V a a
                                                                                  (14) 

 , i k

i ns

i

L L
F i k x

V


                                                                                                     (15) 
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Proof. The moment that home signal gives cleared aspect is the claiming time instant 

of inbound route, track and outbound route.  

The arrival and departure process of NSTHPTs can be divided into three periods 

sequentially: the first period is uniform deceleration motion which reduces train speed 

iV to maximum allowed speed ns

iV ; the second period is uniform motion until train rear 

runs out of outbound route; the third period is uniform acceleration motion which 

increases train speed from ns

iV to train scheduled speed 
iV . Therefore, the uniform 

deceleration motion time is denoted by 1=
ns

br i i

i

V V
t

a


, and its distance is denoted by 

 
2

2

1=
2

ns

i ibr

i

V V
L

a


. As for NSTHPTs, the arrival and departure time in timetable is the 

moment that train head reaches stop marker in its assigned track, and it can be denoted by 

 
2

,
2 2

nssg

i i i

i ns

i i ii

V V VL
x S i k

a a aV
     , and then Eq. (14), (16) and (18) are deduced. 

The releasing time instant of the last track-circuit in inbound route is expressed by 

 , , , i k

ikl i ns

i

L L
F i l h o x

V


  . Therefore, the releasing time instant of the h-th track-circuit in 

inbound route is expressed by Eq. (17), and the releasing time instant of tracks is 

expressed by Eq. (15). Also, the moment that train rear runs out of the outbound route is 

denoted by  , , , i l k

ikl i ns

i

L L L
F i l h o x

V

 
  . Therefore, the releasing time instant of the h-th 

track-circuit in outbound route is expressed by Eq. (19). 

 

3. Model Formulation 

Passenger trains arrive at and depart from the platform according to the given 

timetable, and the total number of arrivals and departures are fixed within the given time 

period. If we regard trains as jobs, tracks as paralleled machines, train’s transversal of 

tracks as operations, then processing of trains in complex passenger stations can be 

formulated as flow shop one with jobs on parallel machines, and TPP can be viewed as a 
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job shop scheduling problem with renewable resources (i.e. track-circuits and platforms). 

With modern scheduling theory, passenger trains set J is regarded as waiting processing 

jobs set; arrival time 
ix of train i is viewed as ready time 

ir  of job; departure time 
iy  is 

viewed as due date 
ic ; and processing time is denoted by

i i ip y x  . 

The ready time for train
iJ  can be formulated as follows: 

i or

i

i

y for ORPT
r

x for others


 


                                                                                              (20) 

The due date for train i can be formulated as follows: 

i te

i i

i

x for TEPT

c x for NSTHPT

y for others

 


 



                                                                                      (21) 

Hence, the scheduling model for TPP can be denoted by the 3-field problem 

classification [24], and expressed as shown in Eq. (22). 

| , , , , , , , , , , |a d

i i i i i i tu tuPm J r p c J M J J T P M R R S H F      -                  (22) 

in which the most important objective is to minimize the weighted number of delayed 

trains as shown in Eq. (23), which has been used in most existing papers on TPP [25]. 

1

n

i i

i

F D


                                                                                                                     (23) 

 

3.1. RS Model: Constraints under RS Interlocking Formulation 

The occupation time interval of train i claiming track-circuit q
 
within the route l which 

is connected to track k, and the occupation time interval of another train j claiming the 

same track-circuit q in another route e, which is connected to track d, should be non-

overlapping, otherwise conflicts at the track-circuit q may occur, which is expressed by 

       , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,

, 1,

ikl ikl jde j jde

iklq jdeq q

S i l q o F i l q o S j e q o F J e q o

i j o o S

       

     Set
                        (24). 

Also, the occupation time interval of train i claiming track k and the occupation time 

interval of another train j claiming the same track k should also be non-overlapping, 

otherwise conflicts at the track k may occur, which can be expressed by Eq. (25). 

       , , , , , ,

, 1,ik jk k

S i k F i k S j k F j k

i j o o M

        

     M
                                                               (25) 

Moreover, the constraint that each train can only claim one track at most is denoted as 

1

1
mK

ik i

k

o J


   J

                     
                                                                                (26), 

and the constraint that each train can only occupy one platform at most is expressed as, 

1

1
pK

ip i

p

o J


   J                                                                                                 (27) 

 

3.2. RR Model: Constraints under RR Interlocking Formation 

The occupation time interval of train i claiming the route l, which is connected to track 

k, and the occupation time interval of another train
 
j claiming the same route l, which is 

connected to track d, should be non-overlapping, otherwise conflicts at the route l may 

occur. Such constraint can be expressed by Eq. (28). 
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       , , , , , , , , , ,

, 1,

ikl ikl jdl j jdl

ikl jdl l

S i l o F i l o S j l o F J l o

i j o o R

       

     R
                                    (28) 

Similarly, the occupation time interval of train i claiming track k and the occupation 

time interval of another train j claiming the same track k should be non-overlapping, 

which can be denoted as Eq. (25), and the constraints that each train can only claim one 

track or one platform at most can be expressed by Eq. (26) and  Eq. (27) respectively. 

 

4. Rule-Based Meta-Heuristic 

This section will describe some proposed dispatching rules to solve above job-shop 

scheduling models, and dispatching rules include basic dispatching rules and composite 

dispatching rules combining experience from dispatchers and basic dispatching rules. The 

TPP in railway passenger stations is a composite scheduling problem [25], which can be 

regarded as synthesis of controllable scheduling, just-in-time scheduling, time window 

scheduling, renewable resources scheduling and multi-objective scheduling [26-27]. 

Combining experience from dispatchers and typical optimal rules from classic scheduling 

problems, various dispatching rules and the rule-based meta-heuristic are both designed. 

(1) Basic dispatching rules, e.g. 1) earliest due date first (EDD, 
i

c ), 2) first in and first 

out for train arriving at station (FIFO, 
i

r ), 3) shortest processing time first (SPT, 
i

p ), 4) 

weighted SPT first (WSPT, /i ip  ), 5) weighted discounted SPT first (WDSPT, 
I5_i

P ), 6) 

biggest weight first (BW, i ) and 7) smallest limitation first (SL, i ). 

(2) Composite dispatching rules, e.g., 8) FIFO-EDD, where symbol“-”means both rules 

are adopted at the same time and the former one is prior to the latter one, 9) EDD-FIFO, 

and 10) WSPT-FIFO-EDD. 

(3) composite rules are these composite dispatching rules with SL, such as, 11) BW-

SL-FIFO-EDD , and 12) SL-BW-FIFO-EDD . 

All sequencing parameters from basic dispatching rules can be determined by its 

corresponding parameters’ value except the parameter 
I5_i

P  for WDSPT, which is 

calculated by (Pinedo, 2008 [28])  

I5_ ( exp( )) /(1 exp( ))i i d i d iP r p r p                                                               (34) 

where 
d

r  expresses the discount factor for train 
i

J . And the other sequencing 

parameters for composite and   dispatching rules are composition of parameters of basic 

ones involved in the composite rules. 

The solution can be achieved by using scheduling algorithm based on dispatching 

rules, however, further optimization for being feasible in practice and achieve good 

solution qualities is also needed. To gain better solutions, we develop a rule-based meta-

heuristic to achieve the best incumbent solution based on optimization strategies that are 

refined from station dispatchers’ experience. And such heuristic is shown as follows: 

Setp1: Initialization. Choose a dispatching rule and get a solution based on certain 

dispatching rule as incumbent solution.  

Step2: Iteration and optimization. A solution improvement strategy can be used to 

generate new solutions to be assessed in the neighborhood of the best ones tested so far; 

and a new solution is compared against the incumbent solution. If it is better than the 

incumbent one, then the incumbent solution will be replaced. A more detailed explanation 

of rule-based meta-heuristic can be found in the reference of Zhang et al. (2013) [25]. 

The major solution improvement strategy we used here is a track changing strategy. 

Usually, there are only one dominating inbound (outbound) route and several default 

inbound (outbound) routes for certain track in the interlocking chart. Simply adopting 

another route in the same alternative inbound (outbound) route set linking to the same 
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track is not effective enough to avoid conflicts and generate better solutions. Therefore, 

dispatchers are more focused on changing track assignment, and the assigned inbound or 

outbound route which is dependent on the given track will be further changed. 

 

5. Computational Tests and Results 

The above model and algorithm are verified through experimental analysis of TPP in a 

busy complex passenger station. Here, we reveal some of the experimental results. All the 

experiments are performed on an IBM Thinkpad SL410 with 2.00 GHz CPU and 1.99 GB 

memory, and the algorithm are implemented on a windows XP platform. To prove that 

train orders when choosing the next considering train for TPPs in complex passenger 

stations will affect good quality solutions within limited computation time, we will further 

compare the objective values of RSs based on different rules in Section 5.2.1. Moreover, 

in Section 5.2.2, good quality solutions generated by the RR model and RS model under 

different dispatching rules will be further compared. 

 

5.1. Experimental Setup 

Figure 2 illustrates its schematic layout of Guangzhou East Railway Station as the test 

station. As shown in Figure 2, there are 4 lines in Shenzhen direction and 2 lines in 

Guangzhou direction. The station has 14 tracks and 7 platforms. All the platforms can be 

used in either direction. In reality, there are much more switches and intersections than 

those as shown in Figure 2 at the interlocking area within the station layout. For example, 

Figure 3 shows the detail of interconnected routes in one direction of interlocking area. 

From the interlocking chart of the station, there are 317 inbound and outbound routes and 

105 track-circuits in total.  
 

 

Figure 2. Schematic Layout of Guangzhou East Railway Station 
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Figure 3. Interlocking Area in the Shenzhen Direction 

From Figure 2, Figure 3 and the interlocking chart of the station, we can easily 

gain the information about all membership between tracks, platforms, routes and 

track-circuits. Besides, given that railway working-day (from 18:00 p.m. to 18:00 

p.m. in the very next day in China), there are 264 arrival and departure trains, 

including 86 THPTs and 74 pairs ORPTs and TEPTs and 15 pairs arrival turnaround 

trains and departure turnaround trains according to its given timetable and carriages 

turnover plan at the Guangzhou East Railway Station. 

 

5.2. Results, Comparisons and Analysis 

 

5.2.1. Solutions and Computing Times Comparison due to Dispatching Rules 

Considering setting 1000 iterations as the termination condition in the proposed rule-

based meta-heuristic, we can acquire objective values and their computing times for 

gaining these good quality solutions generated from RS model under the RS interlocking 

formulation based on different dispatching rules, as shown in table 4. 

Table 4. Results Generated from the RS model with Dispatching Rules 

No. 
Dispatching 

rules 

Initial solutions Good quality solutions 

 
Objective 

values 

Computing 

times (ms) 

Objective  

values 

Computing 

times(ms) 

1 EDD 351 4851 225.6 1494738 

2 FIFO 413.4 3419 195.6 1423800 

3 SPT 283.8 3735 165 1481395 

4 WSPT 283.8 4289 202.2 1501814 

5 WDSPT 402.6 3445 322.2 1398792 

6 BW 427.8 3603 213.6 1415737 

7 SL 357 4152 193.8 1470734 

8 FIFO-EDD 443.4 3365 226.8 1473183 

9 EDD-FIFO 424.2 3610 238.8 1531219 

10 
WSPT-

FIFO-EDD 
302.4 4439 159 1464113 

11 
BW-SL-

FIFO-EDD 
537.6 4239 362.4 1466356 

12 
SL-BW-

FIFO-EDD 
551.4 3786 225 1413367 

From Table 4, it’s well known that initial solutions based on dispatching rules can be 

acquired around 4 000 ms, while good quality solutions can be gained about 1 400 000 
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ms. For the average objective value after 1 000 iterations, differences between good 

quality solutions based on different dispatching rules are quite obvious. For example, as 

for basic dispatching rules, the best objective value is 165 with the computing time of 1 

481 395 ms, which is gained by the rule 3 (SPT), while the worst solution (322.2 with the 

computing time of 1 398 792 ms, which is shorter than the former one) is obtained with 

the rule 5 (WDSPT) and its worse 95.3% than the best one; as for composite dispatching 

rules,  the objective value is 159 with the rule 10 (WSPT-FIFO-EDD), while the objective 

value is 238.8 with the rule 9 (EDD-FIFO), and obviously, the former one is much better 

than the latter one. Also, there are similar situation for  dispatching rules. Moreover, 

there are much bigger differences between different kinds of dispatching rules. Similarly, 

there are also quite obvious differences about objective values and computing times 

among different dispatching rules for the initial solution generated from the RS model. 

Therefore, influence of dispatching rules on good quality solutions needs to be analyzed 

in busy complex passenger station within limited computation time. 

 

5.2.2. Good Quality Solutions Comparisons between RR Model and RS Model 

Similarly, considering setting another 1000 iterations as the termination condition in 

the proposed rule-based meta-heuristic, we can gain objective values and their computing 

times for gaining these good quality solutions generated from RS model and RR model 

based on different dispatching rules, as shown in table 5. 

Table 5. Calculation Results Gained by RR and RS model 

No. 
Dispatching 

rules 

RR model RS model 

 
Objective 

values 

Computing 

times (ms) 

Objective  

values 

Computing 

times(ms) 

1 EDD 178.2 14067440 155.4 14193956 

2 FIFO 217.8 13741347 178.2 12819577 

3 SPT 186 14036958 171 13560807 

4 WSPT 268.8 16991531 252.6 19149329 

5 WDSPT 287.4 14279592 231 14555395 

6 BW 193.8 15577638 180.6 15089492 

7 SL 205.2 19244852 176.4 14454743 

8 FIFO-EDD 184.8 15253284 177 15085447 

9 EDD-FIFO 208.8 14676326 155.4 12914191 

10 
WSPT-

FIFO-EDD 
195 15266585 181.8 12763696 

11 
BW-SL-

FIFO-EDD 
249.6 12904005 234.6 13430087 

12 
SL-BW-

FIFO-EDD 
279.6 15925934 258 16521307 

- Average 221.25 15163791 196 14544836 

From Table 5, it’s also well known that good quality solutions (weighted number of 

delayed trains) generated from RS model under the RS interlocking formulation are 

statistically better than that gained by RR model under the RR interlocking formation 

when the track changing strategy is adopted in such busy complex passenger station.  For 

example, the good quality solutions of all dispatching rule in the RR model is 221.25 with 

the average computing time 15 163 791 ms, while the good quality solutions of all 

dispatching rule in the RS model is 196 with the average computing time 14 544 836 ms. 

Furthermore, the average objective value of the RS model is 11.53% better than that of 

the RR model, and the average computing time of the RS model is 4.08% better than that 

of the RR model at the same time. Hence, the good quality solution of the RS model is 
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better than that of the RR model (c.f. Figure 4). Therefore, we can get the conclusion that 

there are different influences of different railway interlocking formations on TPPs in 

railway stations, especially in those busy complex rail passenger stations. We can also get 

the conclusion that better solutions of TPPs can be gain by RS model under the RS 

interlocking formulation after certain computing time when the track changing strategy is 

used in complex stations with partially coincident and interconnected routes. And in our 

opinion, that may be the main reason why the RS interlocking formulation will be applied 

into rail industry in many countries, especially in China’s rail passenger stations. 

Furthermore, Figure 5 shows the difference about solution convergent speeds calculated 

by the RS and RR models with corresponding interlocking formulations. 
 

 

Figure 4. Good Quality Solutions Comparisons between RR and RS 

 

Figure 5. Solution Convergent Speed between RR and RS models 

In Figure 5, It’s also well known that the best-so-far solution under the RS interlocking 

formulation is better than the best-so-far solution of RR interlocking formulation with the 

dispatching rule 4 (WSPT) when the computing times are longer than 500 000 ms (about 

6 minutes). Thus, when the computing time as the termination condition is longer than 6 

minutes, we’d better choose the RS model to acquire better good quality solutions.   

 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper, RR interlocking and RS interlocking formulations for TPP in busy 

complex passenger stations are compared. Firstly, we explicitly analyzed different 

operations of different train types conducted in complex passenger stations and proposed 

a microscopic simulation of train movements in the interlocking area, which is necessary 
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for track-circuited formulation of TPP specific to complex stations. Then, we built job 

shop scheduling models with the minimum weighted number of delayed trains as their 

objective functions. In addition, we designed dispatching rules by incorporating classic 

scheduling theory into experience of dispatchers and proposed a rule-based meta-heuristic 

to search good quality solutions within limited computation time. Finally, we compared 

good quality solutions between RS and RR models with different dispatching rules, when 

adopting the track changing strategy in busy complex passenger stations where routes are 

partially coincident and interconnected. The result shows that good quality solutions 

generating from RS model are generally statistically better than these from RR model 

after certain computing time when the track changing strategy is used in complex stations. 

As for our future research tasks, we will explore the best dispatching rules on basis of 

timetable robustness and build robustness functions based on track-circuits conflict-free. 
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